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Significance of the short base line (Sb) and permanent
scatterers (Ps) DiffSAR techniques in the study of the
slope instabilities.
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A comparison, carried out within a GIS environment, between soil movements obtained by "short base line" ("Sb") [1-2] and "permanent scatterers" ("Ps") [3] Differential SAR Interferometry (DiffSAR) techniques is presented. Such comparison has
been based on a "ground truth", represented by the result of the surveys realized “in
situ” on the stability characteristics of the slopes. This work been performed in the
framework of a European project called the Riscmass Project (www.riscmass.eu). The
studied area has an extent of about 100 km2 and is placed along the western edge
of the Crati graben, Calabria (Italy). Data elaborated through the "Sb" DiffSAR techniques related to 27 satellite acquisitions (ERS-2 and ENVISAT) from 1997 to 2005,
and were provided by UNINA1. While, those elaborated via the "Ps" algorithm related
to 103 acquisitions (ERS, RADARSAT and ENVISAT), carried out between 1992 and
2005, and were provided by UNIFI2. For the "ground truth" analysis, two procedures
have been used. In the first one, the statistic distributions of the measured displacement
velocities have been compared for single portions of territory (pixels of 60 by 60 m)
in the areas subject or not to landslides. The velocity obtained in this way have been
compared. The performed elaborations emphasize that the differences of the two approaches are distributed as blocks and affected by some factors connected to their territorial distribution. Besides, measured velocity in some zones show costant differences,
and those obtained with the Sb algorithm are generally more varying in comparison
to values obtained by Ps method. In the second procedure, the comparison has been
performed by subdividing “landslide populations” in geologically and geomorphologically homogeneous groups, and by defining dangerousness indices calculated on the

basis of the DiffSAR-monitored velocity for every landslide. The dangerousness indices, I1, I2, I3, represent the uniformity of movement, the condition of local breaking,
and the proximity of the monitored velocity to the determined critical values, respectively. Besides, a composed index I4 = I2*I3 has been defined. We then compared the
average values of the indices which were calculated within the three principal groups
of populations subject to landslides (quiescent landslides, recent landslides, and very
recent landslide, i.e., landslides collapsed between the years 2000 and 2005). The statistical data analysis emphasizes that the recent and, above all, very recent landslide
areas are characterized by the highest values of dangerousness indices, as expected.
This is more evident for the indices evaluated from Ps data, and even better results
are obtained by using a combination of Ps and Sb data. Accordingly, obtained results
suggest that the combined use of the two techniques may improve the evaluation of
hydro-geological risk.
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